420 General works. Technology and Society. Industrial archaeology
420.01 Series
422 Military science. Armaments. Tactics. Civil defence
422.01 Series
423.01 Series
424.01 Series
425.01 Series
425.1 Business science, general (incl. management, ergonomics, data processing in business); history, biography
425.2 Advertising, marketing (incl. wholesale, retail and electronic commerce)
425.3 Accounting. Business finance

Classes 428-431
All classes except those with subdivisions .01 (Series) and .5 (History, biography, and other non-technical aspects) are now closed.

428.01 Series
428.1 Engineering, general (incl. mathematical models)
428.2 Civil engineering (incl. water engineering safety, pollution, roads, traffic)
428.3 Materials, structures; vibration
428.4 Soil mechanics
428.5 History, biography and other non-technical aspects
429.01 Series
429.2 Control and systems engineering. Robotics
429.3 Engines, drive mechanisms, turbines: steam, gas, hydraulic, solar, pneumatic
Cars/automobiles. Pumps. Tribology (friction). Alternative energy sources. *For electrical power transmission, see 430*

429.4 Nuclear engineering and power

429.5 History, biography and other non-technical aspects

430 **Electrical engineering.** Network theory

430.01 Series

430.5 History, biography and other non-technical aspects


431.01 Series

431.1 Electronic engineering

431.2 Telecommunications: radio, television, radar

431.3 Computer hardware. *For computer science, programming, software, etc., see 348.8*

431.5 History, biography and other non-technical aspects

432 Mining. Quarrying. Metallurgy. Oil and gas extraction

432.01 Series

433 Manufactures and trades: general and specific (incl. technical aspects of printing). Computer aided design and manufacture

433.01 Series

436 Building and allied trades. Fire-fighting

436.01 Series

437 Town and country planning. Valuation and rating of property
Urbanization. Urban development and decline. *For studies and histories of particular towns see the local history heading under the appropriate country.*

437.01 Series